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Abstract—This paper presents a collaborative learning protocol, modeled and implemented under the Agents & Artifacts paradigm, to deal with heterogeneous training data, i.e., vertical partitions of examples. The artifacts encapsulate Weka [7] objects and methods that implement the learning algorithm to induce decision trees, based on a modified version of J48; while the agents manage the flow of the learning process. The proposed protocol is tested with well known training sets of the UCI [1] repository, comparing the obtained accuracy against the centralized, usual implementation of J48. Our collaborative learning protocol achieves equivalent accuracy to that obtained with J48, without losing privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional data mining algorithms were designed assuming the information is stored in a single source [6], that means all the learning process must be done in a centralized site. This view has changed with the widespread use of networks, where data is collected from different sources and is not necessarily stored in a single place; because of high storage requirements or limited bandwidth; and also because of privacy concerns do not allow sharing the information.

The traditional centralized approach is not an option to do a learning process under those conditions, in the other hand, Distributed Data Mining (DDM) can address this issues by performing data analysis and mining process, in a distributed manner that pays attention to these resource constraints [5]. Multi-Agent System (MAS) are, in essence, also distributed so these could work with DDM almost naturally.

DDM faces two kind of problems in a distributed relational database system, homogeneous and heterogeneous data. Homogeneous data, also known as horizontal partitioning, means every part of the distributed system knows the scheme, but no one has all the samples. In the other hand, heterogeneous data or vertically partitioned data, means, in terms of instances and attributes, each site has different attributes (features) of the same samples (instances), one example would be the distinct areas in a hospital: weight, age, blood type, etc, could be gathered by one unit; but data from oncology tests in a different unit, but due the internal policies you are not allow to share information between units, maybe you want to do some learning process and get a model about cancer disease, but you do not want to tell who is sick because of privacy concerns.

Combining DDM and MAS could be a feasible solution for those kind of problems. This paper proposes a collaborative learning protocol based on the Agents & Artifacts paradigm, implemented with Jason [2] and CArtAgO [9], [10]. This work will focus on the problem of vertically partitioned data and at the same time, the privacy preserving concern will be taken into account, while performing data mining to build decision trees, but in no case the instances will be shared directly between agents. This work also provides an implementation for the experimental setting.

Another approach for DDM modeled and implemented under the Agents & Artifacts paradigm, also using the agent oriented programming language Jason [2] and CArtAgO [9], [10] JaCA-DDM is presented in [12], this is a solution for horizontally partitioned data, the work described in this paper will be an extension to handle vertically partitioned data.

An agent-based approach for tree induction over vertically partitioned data sets and its application to the computer network intrusion detection area, is proposed in [11], it uses the original ID3 algorithm developed by Quinlan [8] and is designed for two agents interacting through a mediator to build the decision tree. Their goal was to reduce the inter-agent communication bandwidth by finding ways to reduce the amount of information necessary for agent collaboration, in order to reduce the need of collecting the data from distributed hosts by applying a distributed data analysis on those distributed hosts.

Another proposal for vertically partitioned data [3], focused the work on the efficient construction of decision trees over heterogeneously distributed data, by doing a random projection-based dot product estimation and message sharing strategy. According to their experimental results this technique reduces the communication by a factor of five while still retaining 80% of the original accuracy.

More focused on privacy preserving, in [4] a generalized privacy-preserving variant of the ID3 [8] algorithm for vertically partitioned data distributed over two or more parties is presented. In this approach even the meta-data is concealed, the schema (attributes and their possible values) are protected from disclosure and the class is only know by one participant. The algorithm has been implemented on top of Weka [7] with modifications to allow one instance to be stored in different parties, also the internal process to classify an instance is modified to let it move from parties according to the tree, so even after the model is builded the attributes values are not
A. Agents

Agents play two different roles in the learning process, the learner and the worker. All agents know the plans to perform each role, but to keep the order in the process, just one agent can be the learner.

1) Learner: The agent learner controls the learning process step by step, he decides when to ask for data to the workers, but this doesn’t mean he can access all the data, his role is more like a guide. The learner evaluates the stop criteria of the algorithm and builds the leaf nodes when it’s necessary. He also performs workers tasks when everybody does.

2) Worker: All agents do a worker’s job. This kind of agents do the local evaluations with his local data, information-gain measures for example. When the best attribute is chosen the worker with that attribute is the one that builds the new node.

Following will be described the implemented artifacts to pass to the interaction through the learning protocol between the agents, and them with the artifacts, in order to make it more clear to understand.

II. LEARNING PROTOCOL

Decision tree building algorithms like J48, in order to build the tree, need to perform this steps (speaking generally): evaluate if there’s a valid split and, if is the case, evaluate the attributes and choose the best. This valid split criterion could be for example enough instances to keep splitting the data. This lead us into two main choices: split the data and add another level to the tree; or make a leaf node. In a vertically partitioned data environment, these steps can be separated in two types: those you can do it just with your own data and those where you need all the data.

Agents can evaluate his own attributes but can’t chose the best by their own, need to share some data to be able to compare all attributes. In the learning protocol proposed here, the agents will perform locally the attributes’s evaluations and then, using a trusted third party (the classifier artifact), choose the best attribute to split.

B. Artifacts

An artifact is a first order abstraction used for modeling computational environments. Each artifact represents an entity of the environment, offering services (operations) and data structures (observable properties) to the agents, in order for them to improve their activities. Artifacts are conceived as function-oriented computational devices, agents may exploit this functionalities in order to fulfill their individual and social activities.

For the learning process proposed here, there are two main artifacts: classifier and evaluator, each agent has an evaluator artifact but there is only one classifier artifact.

1) Classifier Artifact: This artifact encapsulates the tree structure and provides operations for agent coordination and attribute selection, gets the attributes’s evaluations and new nodes to attach to the tree.

   1) Observable property, nodeStatus, reveals the current node stage.
      a) 0 Means it’s a new node so the agents will perform a learning cycle.
      b) 1 The current node has a child to be processed.
      c) 2 Leaf node or each child has been already processed.
      d) 3 When the backtrack reaches the root so the tree is complete.

   2) Operations
      a) backtrack. Moves to current node’s father, updates nodeStatus and send a backtrack signal to all agents.
      b) checkValidM. Check the enough-valid-models flag.
      c) findBest. Chose the best attribute and check if useful split was found.
      d) getValues. For social strategy, allows the agent to put the attributes’s evaluations inside the object.
      e) processAvInfG. Calculate average info-gain.
      f) sendRequest. Send requestatt signal to the winner agent.
      g) setReady. For coordination between agents. Sends a signal when all agents notify that they are ready.

2) Evalautor Artifact: This artifact encapsulates Weka [7] objects and methods to evaluate the attributes and build the nodes. It controls the stack of data partitions (add and drop). Also sends the evaluations and nodes to the classifier artifact. This artifact has no observable properties due the privacy preserving concerns.

   1) Operations
      a) checkMultival. Check if at least one attribute is nominal and have a lot of values.
      b) drop. Remove last partition from the stack.
      c) evalAttributes. Evaluate all local attributes from the last partition in the stack.
      d) evalSplit. Check if all Instances belong to the same class or if not enough Instances to do the split.
C. Learning Process

Figure 1 shows the interaction between agents and artifacts through the learning process.

Here is a more detailed explanation of this steps:

1) The agent learner, using the evaluator artifact verifies the stopping criterion. All instances of the current partition belong to the same class, or there is not enough instances to perform a valid partition (2 minimum according to J48), either one of this is true it means is a leaf node.

2) Next a flag is validate for all agents according to J48, it becomes false if at least one attribute is nominal and has many values. The result is shared by the agents through the classifier artifact.

3) Then the agent learner, asks everyone to evaluate their attributes using the methods encapsulated in their own evaluator artifact, the results are send to the classifier artifact. Each agent sends a list made by the agent’s name, an local identifier for his attributes (not the attribute name, in this case an integer) and the values, then tells he is ready trough the classifier artifact. 1

4) When every agent notifies he is ready, a signal is emitted and the agent learner proceed to calculate the total valid models and average information gain values. If there is no valid models, the stopping criterion of the algorithm is reach and thus a leaf node was found.

5) After the calculations the agent learner uses the classifier artifact to establish which is the best attribute, then a signal is sent to the corresponding agent telling him the attribute’s identifier.

6) The agent with the best attribute uses his evaluator artifact to create the corresponding node and send it to the classifier artifact, finishing this cycle with a signal to everyone.

Each time a leaf node is builded a signal is emitted so all agents update their partitions for the next cycle.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The agent learner controls the learning process workflow and at certain stages requests information to other agents, such as for example, the information gain, so is not possible to run the procedure recursively because each agent does the calculations locally.

As is known J48, been an extension of the original ID3 algorithm, build the tree by Depth-first search. The recursion allows each new call to get the corresponding data partition that will be processed. In order to do the same, the collaborative learning strategy proposed implements a stack, where the partitions will be managed.

Each agent initializes his stack with his entire local database. Each cycle, all agents will take the last element from his stack to perform the attribute evaluation. If the agent learner that coordinates the process, determines that it has been found a valid partition, all agents will be notified with a list of the indexes corresponding to the instances belonging to the new partition or partitions made (it can be a list of lists), according to the selected attribute.

Next each agent will send to the end of his stacks the new partitions made using the last partition of the stack, according to the lists received. If the agent learner determines that there is no valid partition, it means is a leaf node, so the agents will be notified to drop the last element from the stack like doing a backtrack. The backtrack process is also call after all children from a node are processed.

Weka [7] was made for centralized processing, so another modification was made. Internally when the tree is builded, to identify the corresponding attribute for each node, only an integer is stored in the structure, because is expected there will be only one scheme and the attributes will not change position. But when this is moved to the distributed environment, every party could have an attribute identified by the same number 1, 2, etc.

To avoid this miss reference to attributes, the internal process was modified so also the name of the attribute is internally stored by the tree, no agent can see it because is only for inside processing when classifying an instance, but that way, when the classify process is called each node refers to the proper attribute.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Table I contains the databases used for the experiments reported, all get from the UCI [11] repository.

Stratified cross validation with 10 folds and 10 repetitions was applied. For each database, experiments were done with 2, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 20 agents, do the number of attributes only when there is enough for at least one for each agent.

JaCA-DDM [12] provides a tool to setup the experiments, it creates random stratified data partitions and distributes them among the agents, but is designed for horizontally partitioned data. This work of loading the data set and make all the partitions for the experiment is done by the oracle artifact. It loads an ARFF file and creates random partitions according to the number of agents that will take place in the learning process.

---

1 Two solutions were proposed to test the protocol: one called social approach, where the workers pass directly to the learner the results of the attributes’s evaluations by the use of speech acts, and the learner put those in the classifier artifact to do the attribute selection; in the other hand in the called improved social approach, no direct communication of the attributes’s evaluations takes place, instead, the data is sent through artifact connections so no one share directly the information.
Fig. 1. Learning process interaction
In the table because all comparisons gave 0 as result. Obtained data from the tailed paired T test is not shown.

The Table II reports accuracy measures obtained for each data set. The table shows the mean for every data-set and the number of agents combination. The tailed paired T test with a significance level of 0.05 against the two social strategies gave -1.

This artifact was modified so it could also create vertically stacked data, to do this it makes a shuffled list of attributes (list of integers) and using a roulette gives one by one the attributes to the n partitions for the n agents, this list is saved so all the strategies, the centralized and social ones, get the same scheme each cycle, for the cross validation method each fold also gets the same partitions, just the instances for the train and test partitions do change.

V. RESULTS

The Table II reports accuracy measures obtained for each different model. It shows the mean for every data-set and number of agents combination. The tailed paired T test with 0.05 degrees of significance was also calculated to verify if there are significant differences between the strategies. 0 means there is no significant difference; 1 means that the first strategy won; and 1 means that the first strategy lost. Obtained data from the tailed paired T test is not show in the table because all comparisons gave 0 as result.

The time needed to build the model was also measured. In this stage the main focus was to achieve competitive accuracy levels, the time is relevant just to compare the performance between the two social strategies but not against the centralized approach, because there is no transmission cost do the concurrent processing, this times are show in Table III, the scale is in milliseconds and the last column represents the improved approach, because there is no transmission cost do the concurrent processing, this times are show in Table III.

The centralizing process takes less time to build the model, but this is expected because each cycle of the learning algorithm, the centralized approach only consumes time to evaluate the attributes and choose the best among them, but the social approach also needs time for a reasoning cycle of each agent, in the better case only the longer reasoning cycle from one of the agents (completely parallel or concurrent) but the worst case could be a sum of them (not concurrent). The results show mostly no significant differences, in the time measured, between the two social strategies, and when there is, it favors the improved social approach.

According to the time measures comparing the two social strategies, the improved social strategy proves to be a feasible solution, it concals better the information to the learning parties than the social strategy and also take less time to build the model for some data sets.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results shown in Table II prove there is no significant differences on accuracy between the model obtained by the traditional centralized approach and the strategy proposed in this paper, so the collaborative learning protocol achieves equivalent accuracy to that obtained with J48, without losing privacy.

The agents & artifacts paradigm, proved to be a very helpful tool, the particular methods for attribute evaluation are enclosed inside the artifact, so the learning protocol is not linked to an specific metric or method to do this evaluation.

The strategy proposed has proven not only feasible but also, without sharing the data directly, able to build models highly competitive against the centralized traditional approach while working with vertically partitioned data. In [12] an approach for DDM was proposed to deal with horizontally partitioned data, here this was enhanced so it can also work for vertically partitioned data, another improve so it can work over data partitioned both horizontally and vertically will be interesting in a future work.

Even when the measured times not involve real transmission cost, the improved social approach is slightly faster than the social approach, so it shows that for data communication, the link between artifacts is more efficient than the communication between agents and its better in terms of security do the fact it only allows the agents to see certain predefined information not all the data in the artifact.

An agent-based approach was made in [11] for tree induction but only for two agents, in this paper a similar work was done but achieving to make it work with n number of agents, it was tested with more agents than attributes with no side effects, the agents with no attributes just do not take part in the learning process.

The work done in [3] is more focused on efficiency on communication when constructing the tree, even when they get less accuracy levels than the traditional centralized approach and here the collaborative strategy proposed achieve same accuracy levels, direct comparison is not fair, in this work the cost of communication was not measured because the main focus was to achieve the accuracy levels and at the same time do not share the information between agents, the efficiency of communication can be taken on account for future work but it was not considered at this stage of the investigation.

The strategies proposed here assume the class is well known for each party, in [4] the privacy concerns are taken more deeply and even that is not shared, both works use not the same learning algorithm, one implements ID3 and the other J48, but the techniques used for privacy preserving appear interesting to take into account for future improvements of this work. Conceal the attributes and class values, as well as security protocols for the data communication between agents could be tested with J48, this algorithm implies more communication to build the tree than ID3, so J48 needs to share more.

This lead us to some interesting questions like, how many attributes are needed to be able to build a competitive model?, in this case the gain-ratio and info-gain from all attributes is communicated, what is the result if each party just sends the best local attribute?. For future work this could be tested, also the use of some other statistical ratios to determine the best attribute, and combining more than one metric.

In this work all the experiments were done in a concurrent environment, so even when the time for each learning process was measured, it is not relevant data because the transmission costs were near to zero, it will be interesting to do more test in a real distributed environment, to see the influence of traffic and other network related problems on the learning process times and performance.

Also design another social protocol where the scheme is builded by the participant agents could be done in a future work, will be interesting to test different decision support strategies.
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